DESCRIPTION

This collection consists of one photo album and three large images depicting individuals and locations likely in southern Arizona between 1910 and 1925. Photo album images appear to come from the Clifton, AZ area and deal with family members, group images, and community scenes. There are no identifications on the images. Several images depict American soldiers in uniform likely during the Mexican border conflicts with other images showing buildings with damage and one image of Mexicans dressed and armed as soldiers. Some photographs show above ground mining activities and facilities and river flooding in Clifton. A small panorama image depicts the Arizona Copper Company smelter in Clifton and two group photographs carry a photographer’s stamp of Risdon of Clifton, AZ.

1 Box, 1.25 linear ft.

ACQUISITION

Donated by Daniel A. Graham in 2010. This photo album was received from a Pennsylvania family coordinating a nearby estate closure. They had very little knowledge of the either the background of the family of the estate or information on the images in the photo album.

ACCESS

There are no restrictions on access to this collection.

COPYRIGHT

Requests for permission to publish material from this collection should be addressed to the Arizona Historical Society, Tucson, Archives Department.

PROCESSING

The collection was processed by Dave Tackenberg in August 2010.